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Tracking test results. At the heart of TestRail you enter and track results for your tests.
TestRail makes entering results as efficient and fast as possible for a super . Synonyms for
test run at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary
and Word of the Day. assuming current namespace is user (use 'clojure.test) (deftest egtests (is (= 1 1) )) (run-tests) ;;=> Testing user ;;=> Ran 1 tests containing 1 assertions. ;;=>
0 . Definition of test run: Exercise that puts a machine, process, or system through a series
of actions under actual or simulated environmental/operating conditions . Define test run
(noun) and get synonyms. What is test run (noun)? test run (noun) meaning, pronunciation
and more by Macmillan Dictionary.
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